






. . SALE . .

W e consider an order given after payment of one-third of price of Car or Chassis as

Remaining two-thirds to within of notification of which a t our
Showrooms. If for any reason whatever the purchaser decides to cancel his order the instalment is

him.

W e do all in our power to deliver our Cars as as upon the dates when
in case the should be later than we cannot accept a

W e attract the attention of our clients to the far-reaching guarantee w

Chassis, and is as if the 12 months,
of Chassis becomes we ren

on that it is sent our London

The importance of this guarantee is understood as it means no repair bills. Of we can give

this guarantee because the Chassis been
yond doubt.
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24/28 Chassis ...
Phaeton

Landaulette
Chassis ...
Double Phaeton

te
Chassis ...
Double Phaeton
Landaulette
Chassis ...
Racina Bodv

ton

Double lgnition included,
I
The quoted above for Car

a t

, the 72/14

Bodies are the prices

such are required.
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that we

h -

can supply Bodies



G E N E R A L

two and four cylinder the power

that is required. The engine placed in the front

of the chassis and the cylinders are set slightly out of the

vertical line (de to the shaft. This eliminates the

oval wear of the cylinders and prolongs the life of the motor

actually 50 per cent. By employing the above mentioned

ß principal our give relatively more power, and the

vibration of the so much that unnotice-

able. refer those who are interested in this subject to the

article the pen of the Engineer, Louis Lacoin,

appeared in No. 31 of the Journal Omnia," by

de Saunier.
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MOTOR.



The
is run in special white bearings,

and attached to one end is large

wheel of nearly 24-in. which

the motor to run very smoothly

and at time acts a fan, drawing a current of air through radiator the motor.

The Cooling of the
is effective and is water circulation a patented

radiator, which has a very large cooling surface. The radiator fixed

in front of the car, serving at the tiine as a water tanls. The

is secured by of a powerful centrifugal pump. being

gear driven the half-time shaft by small gear wheel, and connected

to the shaft by a spiral spring which the drive. The

water also so arranged that should the pump not be

well the will circulate thermo-syphon. . A gauge fitted

on tbe dash-board to show if the working properly.
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CARBURETTOR.
The new Metallurgique carburettor possesses

many features, an equal carburisation

all conditions. consuniption of petrol' is exceedingly low, 

as there is fitted, besides the ordinary air inlet, an

air inlet, which acts as follows :-At low revolutions a is

kept seat by a spring, then, as the revnlutions increase, 

the suction of the motor compresses the spring and forces 

the amount of

air enter. an pace the requires

very amouiit of great quantity air secure a

perfect carburisation. This ideal realised in the Metallurgique

carburettor to the fullest extent. To from siiddenly fluctuating,

the stem of acts in a filled glycerine, which acts

as a gentle brake, so the carburettor kept at a constant temperature,

it is water and the hot water it from the cylinders.

I
Oarburettor.



/
All our Cars, with the exception of

the and are supplied with two ignitions,

, coil with accumulators and high tension magneto. Two

independent sets of sparking plugs are arranged, one set being

for the and the for the

Gear.

is Irreversible, and is so set as to make

the Car extremely easy to handle. T o further facilitate the

steering and to save the wear and tear on the front tyres,

the pivots of the axles supporting the front wheels are





power of the motor transmitted

the box through a patented and extremely elastic metal

to metal clutch. clutcli the following construction :-

Two semi-circular drums phosphor-bronze are apart and

the inner of drum in steel fly-wheel

by two which are connected by bolt and nut to two small

wheels, which in turn are connected to right left hand threaded

to studs, operate in the four the

The rnovement, therefore, putting out of action is as clutch spring being conipressed, 

it draws with it the which the four arms; these then turn the two wheels and the clutch

are contracted. may be this clutch is extremely simple, the action of an internal

expanding brake, requiring therefore very little it is not run in oil as generally the case with to metal, and

usually least miles before requiring the takes a few minutes by fixing

the two and nuts otlier the small wheels. The of this are absolutely

remarkable, and it practically everlasting. This due to the of the surfaces.

T o our and we fit a device in conjunction with clutch, which acts

:-By a small pedal the a in one of several round the
14



drum of the fly-wheel, and when to release clutch

it necessary to deprecs the clutch pedal (the locking

itself At the forward end of

the clutch shaft a ball pivot plainly shown. The

object of this is when the clutch pedal is depressed

the clutch shaft must be run very slowly ; thus the change

of gear is accomplished noiselessly, and can done

slightest at any number of of the

motor.

so-called Clutch placed the gear

box to prevent any shock or twist reaching the clutch shaft

and gear while driving.







PATENT SPRING

A GREAT FEATURE ON OUR

The transmission from the gear road wheels is by cardan shaft through a patented spring drive, 

and this, combined with our very flexible clutch, enables the Car to glide into motion and continue to run silently

and with the utmost smoothness and flexibility.

As will be readily understood the consequent wear 

tear on tyres and shock to the gears, etc.,

is reduced to a minimum, and thereby prolonging 

tne life of the Car to an extraordinary extent.

a brief description.

spring drive is fitted inside the differential

Patent Spring drum (a) and the springs are in position

the lugs (f) and (g), consequently universal joint (d) moved the and slide in the

iemale portion (k) of the (g), springs compressed gradually and up the whole of the shock.

arrangement acts on the reverse the as on the forward motion.



C

Brabes. The foot brake acts on the spring drive .

drum, the hand brakes (which are compensated by a

sliding bar) act on fhe back wheel drums, and are of the

, internal expanding type. All these brakes are to

and powerful. With our types Cars,

the and the we fit a . .

on countershaft near to the gear box. 
Back Axle, Foot Hand Brakes.

Axles. care is provide with very strong the front of

back one is in an exceptionally ribbed casing, which the

differential Also here we use the same chrome as in the gear box.

Great care taken with the to get them exactly to whatever weight

of body to be fitted to the chassis and are so flexible that they allow the to upon worst roads

with the greatest ease and comfort to the passengers.
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The frame all is pressed out of thoroughly tested and particularly steel,

and rivetted together with the utmost care and particular attention.

The chassis are supplied a standard length, but we can supply them to any desired length. The

from the ground to the top flange of the chassis is only two feet, thus giving great stability to the Car.

Another great feature our chassis is that no part of the within of the ground, and this,

combined with our light chassis, prevents the raising of dust.

This is a light sheet iron shield reaching frorn the front part of the chassis to beyond

the gear box, thus preventing all dirt, etc., from entering the The necessary small doors are fitted for

cleaning and the whole shield is easily removeable.

is so arranged to every part requiring oil that only in extreme of negligence

overheating be possible. engine is fed by driven off the engine five sight drips running to the

four cylinders and one to the crank shaft bearings ; then a hand pump fitted to the lubricator for supplying

to the crank chamber. The advantage of this is that it is absolutely reliable. Thus we have and

forced lubrication.

Tool Ki A complete set of tools (in neat satchel), oil can petrol funnel, is supplied with every chassis. 



• . A FEW HINTS ..
When the is finished with for the day is advisable to the

compression taps while engine is running to clear them, then stop engine and
pour a few drops of paraffin into the cylinders the compression taps
which are provided for that purpose, then, after closing them, give the engine

a few sharp turns by means of the starting handle. The circulates
round the valves and cleans away any oil there may be and by doing this the 
valves last a long time before requiring to be ground in and the
motor easy to morning.

Never put in the reverse speed while the car is on the forward move.

Before starting up the engine be that the petrol tank
full, the radiator with water and the change speed Iever in the neutral

T h e throttle Iever should be at the top of the control ratchet (which is
wide open) and the spark lever at the bottom (which is retarded).



A few of oil should be put into all the spring and
to prevent squeaking.

Oil also' the ball bearing in front of the clutch spring and the

tappets.

The water pump shaft greaser, the greasers at the steering pivots and
the one at the square end of cardan shaft should be given a turn every day.

The back axle be given a greaser of grease after every 250 miles,

It advisable to to the gear box every miles, if
necessary, add a stiff grease in the and a thinner grade in the
winter, also put in a little thick to lubricate the ball bearings.

The wheel caps should be taken off after every 1,500 miles and so
much new grease forced in until it appears on the inner side of the wheels.

After every miles a of oil should be given to the magneto
bearings, where provided for.

In conclusion it is best to in mind to working parts a
and often.



12/14 CHASSIS.
Motor. Two cylinders, X bore and Steering. Irreversible and very easy.

stroke.

Valves. Interchangeable and mechanically operated
off one cam shaft 

Accumulators and coil if desired).

Chassis Frame. Pressed steel.

Carburettor. Metallurgique automatic. Width 6-in.

Control of ignition and throttle by two levers on
hand wheel, acceleration by foot pedal.

Wheels

Tyres optional.

of Chassis
Gear BOX. Three forward and reverse (direct

drive on top gear).

Transm Cardan shaft with spring drive.

Water Circulation. Centrifugal pump and fan.

to rnetal.

Body. Optional.

Standard chassis 6-ft.
Long chassis 8-ft.

Wheel Bases. Standard chassis
Long chassis 8-ft. g-in.

Brakes. Hand brake on back wheels and foot brake
on spring drive drum.

Ball Bearings on all rotative parts, with exception
of engine.

Wheel Track

Total Length. Standard chassis 6-in.
Long chassis

Road Springs to suit weight of body.





our cylinders, bore and
stroke.

Valves. Interchangeable and mechanically operated off
one cam shaft. 

Ignition. Coil and accumulators (magneto if desired.)

Chassis Frame. Pressed steel.

Gear Box. Three speecls, forward and reverse (direct

drive on top gear).
8

Transmission. Cardan and spring drive. 

CHASSIS.
Steering. Irreversible and very easy. 

Control of ignition and throttle by two levers on
hand wheel. by foot pedal.

Wheels

Tyres optional.

Weight of Chassis

Spaces. Standard chassis I

Long chassis 6-in.

Metallurgique automatic. Width Frame 6-in.

Water Circulation. pump and fan. W Bases. Standard chassis 8-ft. 3-in.

Clutch. tu metal. Long chassis 8-ft. g-in.

Wheel Track
Brakes. Hand brake on back wheels and foot brake

on spring drive drum. Total Length. Standard chassis 5-in.
Long chassis

Ball Bearings on rotative parts (with exception
of engine). Road Springs to suit weight of body.
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CHASSIS.
Motor. Four cylinders, bore and stroke. easy.

Interchangaable and operated off Control of ignition and throttle by two levers on
one cam shaft. hand wheel. Acceleration by foot pedal.

Ign coil and accumulator ; also high-tension Wheels a t back.
magneto. at front.

Chassis Frame. Pressed steel. Tyres optional.

Gear Box. Three speeds, forward and reverse (direct
drive on top gear). 

Transmission. By cardan shaft and spring drive.

Carburettor. Metallurgique

Water Circulation. Centrifugal pump and fan.

to metal.

Brakes. Hand brake on back wheels and foot brake
on spring drive drum. 

Ball Bearings on rotative parts, with exception
of engine.

Chassis

Optional.

Body Standard chassis 6-in.
Long chassis 8-ft.

Width of

Wheel Bases. Standard chassis 8-ft.
Long chassis g-ft. 6-in.

Wheel Track 39-in.

Total Length. Standard chassis I 6-in.
Long chassis 5-in.

Road Springs to suit weight of body.







24/28 CHASSIS.
Motor. Four cylinders, I bore and stroke. Steeri Irreversible and very

Gear BOX. Three speeds, forward and reverse (direct
drive on top gear).

Transmission. Cardan shaft with spring drive.

Carburettor. Metallurgique automatic. 

Water Circulation. . By centrifugal pump and 
in fly wheel. 

Clutch. to metal.

Brakes. Hand brake on both back wheels and foo:
brake on spring drive drum. 

Ball Bearings on all rotative parts with exception of

31

Valves. Interchangeable and mechanically operated
one cam shaft.

Ignition. Accumulators and coil, also high tension
magneto.

Chassis Frame. Pressed steel.

Extra short chassis 6-ft. I-in. (For
two-seated body).

Standard chassis 8-in.
Long chassis 8-ft. 4-in.

Control of and throttle by two levers on
wheel. Acceleration by foot pedal. 

875 X at back, 870 X at front.
Tyres optional.

Weight of Chassis

Optional.

Width of Frame.
Wheel Bases Extra short chassis 8-in.

Standard chassis
Long chassis g-ft.

Wheel Track

Total Length. Extra short chassis I-in.
Standard chassis 6-in.
Long chassis 4-in.

Road Springs to suit weight of body.
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Motor. Four cylinders, 125 140 bore and stroke.

Valves. Inlet valves (on top of cylinders) and exhaust
operated off one cam shaft.

Ignition. Coil and accumulators, also high tension
magneto.

Chassis Frame. Pressed steel.

Gear Box. Four forward and reverse (direct
drive on top gear).

I

Transmission. Cardan shaft and' spring drive.

Carburettor. Metallurgique automatic.

Water Circulation. Centrifugal pump and fan in fly
wheel.

to metal.

Brakes. Hand brake on interior of rear wheels, one foot
brake on drum at back of gear box, and
one foot brake on spring drive drum.

Ball Bearings on all rotative parts, with exception of

38

CHASSIS,
..

Steering. Irreversible and very easy.

Control of ignition and throttle by two levers hand
wheel, acceleration by foot pedal.

Wheels. 880 back.
875 front.

Tyres optional.

Weight of Chassis 18 cwt.

Body. Optional.

Body Standard chassis, 8-ft. 2-in.
Long chassis,

Width of Frame

Wheel Bases. Standard chassis
Long chassis,

Wheel Track 6-in.

Total Length. Standard chassis 13-ft.
Long chassis,

Road Springs to suit weight of body
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Motor. Four cylinders, bore and stroke. i Bearings on all rotative parts with exception of
engine.

Valves. Inlet valves (on top of .cylinders and orer
Steering. Irreversible and very easy.exhaust valves) operating off one

I

shaft. Control of and throttle by two levers on hand

Ignition. Coil and accumulator, also high tension wheel, accelerated by foot pedal.
niagneto. 120 back.

Chassis Frame. Pressed steel. 875 front.

Gear BOX. Four speeds, and revcrse Tyres
drive on top gear). Weight Chassis

Transmission. Cardan with spring drive. Body. Optional.
I!

Carburettor. Body Standard chassis, 8-ft. 2-in.

Water Circulation. pump fan in
fly wheel.

W heel Base. Standard chassis, g-ft. I

to Metal.
Wheel Track.

Brakes. Hand brake on interior of back wheel drums, Total Length. Standard chassis, I-in.
one foot brake on drum a t of gear box,
and one foot brake on spring drive Springs to of body.



Motor. Four cylinders, X 140 bore and

Valves. Inlet (on top of cylinders) and exhaust
valves operated off one cam shaft. 

Ignition. Coil and accumulators, high tension
magneto

Chassis Frame. Pressed steel.

Gear Box. Four speeds, and reverse (direct
drive on top gear).

Transmission. Cardan shaft with spring drive.

Carburettor. Metallurgique

Water Circulation. cenirifugal pump and fan in
fly wheel.

to

Brakes. Hand brake acting on interior of one
foot brake on drum at back of gear box,
and one foot brake acting on spring drive
drum.

Ball Bearings. On all rotative with exception
of

Steering. Irreversible and very easy.

Control of ignition and throttle by two levers on .
hand wheel, acceleration by foot pedal.

W X 120 back.
105 front.

Tyres optional.

Weight of Chassis

Body. Optional.

Body Spacec. Standard chacsis, 6-ft.
Long chassis,

Width of Frame. Standard chassis, g$-in.
Long chassis, I I-in.

Wheel Bases. Standard chassis, g-ft.
Long chassis, 6-in.

Tracl:

Standard 8-in.
Long chassis, I I I -in.

Road Springs to suit of body









15 CHASSIS DELIVERY
With Closed Body-to carry With Lorry Body-to carry

Motor. Two cylinders 150 bore and Control of ignition and throttle by two levers on
stroke. wheel, acceleration by foot pedal.

Valves. Interchangeable and mechanically operated. Steering. Irreversible and very easy. 

Ignition. Coil and Wheels. 820

Chassis Frame. Pressed steel. front.

Gear Box. Three speeds, forward reverse (direct Tyres optional.
drive on top gear. Weight of Chassis

Cardan with spring drive. Body optional.

Carburettor. Metallurgique autoinatic. Body 6-in.

Water Circulation. Centrifugal pump and gear. Width of Frame
to metal. 

Wheel Base
Brakes. Hand on back and foot brake

W heel Track
on spring drive drum. 

Ball Bearings on all rotative parts with exception of Total Length

engine. Road Springs to suit weight of body.







To carry

Motor. Two cylinders, I 12 bore and

Valves. Interchangeable and mechanically operated.

Ignition. Coil and accumulators; also high-tension
magneto.

Chassis Frame Pressed

Gear Box. Four speeds, reverse (direct 
drive on top gear).

Transmission. Cardan shaft with spring drive.

Carburettor. Metallurgique

Water Circulation. By centrifugal pump and fan in 
fly

Clutch. to metal.

Brakes. Hand brake on interior of back wheels, one
foot brake on outside and one foot brake on
spring drive drum. . .

Ball Bearings. On all rotative with exception
of engine.

Steering. Irreversible and very easy.

Control of and throttle by two levers on hand 
wheel, acceleration by foot pedal.

Wheels.
go t.

Tyres.

Weight of Chassis.

Body. Optional.

Body

Width of -Frame 5-in.

Wheel Base g-ft.

Wheel Track

Total Length

Road Springs to suit weight of body.






